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Answering the Call?
EXPLAINING HOW STATES HAVE (OR HAVE NOT) TAKEN UP  
THE ESSA ACCOUNTABILITY CHALLENGE

PAUL MANNA AND ARNOLD SHOBER

ESSA’s Theory of Action

Education-policy aficionados can count on two things accompanying each revision to 

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). One is brimming optimism from 

supporters of the revised law, who assure the nation and potential skeptics that this 

time, yes, this time ESEA will deliver on its promise to advance educational equity and 

excellence. The 2015 reauthorization, dubbed the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), 

was no exception. At its signing, President Obama proudly declared that ESSA would 

“make sure that every student is prepared to succeed in the 21st century,” a sentiment 

that supporters in Congress and the states echoed.1

In general, when members of Congress reauthorize ESEA, they essentially recalibrate 

the federal role in education by dialing up or down Washington’s involvement in 

American schools. ESSA’s authors followed that playbook in attempting to correct the 

perceived overreach of No Child Left Behind (NCLB), the previous version of ESEA, 

which was many years overdue for revision.2 In trying to craft a federal presence that 

was neither too hot nor too cold, lawmakers writing ESSA embraced a theory of action 

built around two main ideas.3

First, they assumed NCLB had laudable goals, but also had employed a heavy-handed 

approach that should be pulled back so states could exercise broader authority when 

implementing ESSA. The federal government’s admirable ambitions led it to overreach 

with NCLB, imposing new requirements and procedures on states and local school 

districts. As a result, the argument went, NCLB forced subnational governments 

to follow Washington’s lead rather than apply their own insights, experiences, 

and assessment of educational needs and aspirations to guide K–12 policy. A better 

approach, which ESSA attempted to embody, would scale back federal prescriptions for 

school accountability but not abandon them altogether.

Second, ESSA’s authors assumed that state governments were capable innovators and, 

with the regulatory relief ESSA provided, would faithfully act to ensure all students 
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succeeded. A major line of state advocacy during the NCLB era, which encouraged the 

Obama administration to experiment aggressively with NCLB waivers, was that states 

needed greater flexibility from federal constraints to promote educational excellence 

and equity for all, goals that several states had themselves set in the 1980s.4 The 

authors of ESSA agreed. As a result, “accountability” remained a controlling idea in the 

new law, and it kept some of NCLB’s elements, while on others it permitted states to 

shift in new directions.

Typically, accountability systems embrace two broad categories of activities. The 

first category focuses on standards and measurement and involves establishing what 

students should know and be able to do (content standards), designing strategies for 

gauging performance (often involving testing), and setting up markers against which 

performance will be judged (performance standards). The second category focuses on 

which consequences should follow as a result of that measured performance. These 

consequences might include some combination of sanctions, supports, and rewards. 

How does ESSA compare with NCLB in these two broad categories?

In general, ESSA looks generally similar to NCLB in the first category and diverges 

sharply, but not completely, in the second. Like NCLB, the new law still requires states 

to test students annually in grades three to eight and to have a performance indicator 

for high school students. It also requires states to report student performance across 

various student subgroups (e.g., race, ethnicity, economic disadvantage, English 

learners, and others) at the state, district, and school level where there are sufficient 

numbers of students in each category. As with NCLB, states determine the N-size that 

would trigger whether a group’s results are reported. One shift with ESSA is that states 

are allowed to use nationally known standardized assessments, such as the SAT or 

ACT, instead of state assessments of high school reading, math, and science. Overall, 

though, there remained much continuity in the process of standard setting, testing, 

and measuring performance across NCLB and ESSA. For example, ESSA continued to 

provide states with flexibility to determine the content of their standards and tests, 

and states were enabled to make important administrative choices about how they 

presented results to the public and parents, a topic that we later describe in more detail.

The biggest shifts in accountability came in the second category of activities, in 

particular the consequences that flow from test results and other performance 

measures. The most striking difference was that ESSA significantly lessened the 

cascade of NCLB remedies that states were supposed to enforce on schools and districts 
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that failed to make adequate yearly progress (AYP). The law no longer requires that 

100 percent of students meet proficiency goals by a certain date. Also gone are NCLB’s 

requirements that schools missing AYP must offer their students public school choice 

and supplemental educational services (e.g., tutoring), and the additional corrective 

actions and potentially major restructuring to improve school performance that NCLB 

had demanded for schools that struggled during several consecutive years. ESSA’s 

new approach focused on a smaller number of schools—dubbed schools requiring 

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI), Targeted Support and Improvement 

(TSI), and Additional Targeted Support and Improvement (ATSI)—and gave states greater 

flexibility in designing various sanctions or supports to address those schools’ needs. 

Although these new categories came with demands of their own, the states had their 

primary wish granted: namely, greater room to maneuver as they determined how to 

identify and react to schools that struggle to meet performance goals. Still, the aspects 

of NCLB that required transparency in reporting school performance results did remain, 

a form of accountability that makes information available so interested parties can press 

for explanations and potential changes when results decline. Some such requirements 

became even stiffer with ESSA, as with its requirement for reporting school-level 

financial data, something that previously had been essentially impossible to determine 

for anyone other than the most skilled professionals in the school finance field.5

State ESSA Plans as an Initial Test of the Law’s Theory of Action

Once ESSA became law, a key question loomed: Would states leverage their new 

flexibility to develop innovative and effective approaches to create outstanding 

schools where all students achieved at high levels? State officials publicly promised 

to show that they were indeed committed to accountability while sacrificing neither 

excellence nor equity. Chris Minnich, then executive director of the Council of Chief 

State School Officers, argued that “our members want to be held accountable” and that 

state education agency leaders were “ready to build better accountability systems.”6 In 

a letter to the US Department of Education (ED) during ESSA’s early implementation, 

the National Governors Association offered similar reassurances that “states and 

local school districts have made equity a priority and will use implementation of 

this new law to elevate that work,” while emphasizing the law’s theory that “equity 

and flexibility can co-exist when states and school districts are afforded the ability 

to determine their own path to a high-quality education for all students.”7 Kristin 

Amundson, president and CEO of the National Association of State Boards of 

Education, echoed those sentiments in praising federal officials for their “willingness 

to work with states,” and she also promised that “states are strongly committed to 
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developing and implementing accountability systems that will ensure the success of 

every child.”8

State leaders and their representatives saying reassuring things about ESSA 

implementation is one thing. More difficult, though, is actually using the law’s new 

flexibility to improve schools. Historically, states have a mixed record, with some 

of their actions proving ineffective, and in some cases even harmful, in advancing 

educational excellence and equity. Such past failings are what led to Uncle Sam 

applying a heavier hand in schools in the first place. In sizing up ESSA, for example, 

Cynthia Brown, senior fellow at the Center for American Progress, argued that the 

law “virtually enshrines states’ rights, a governance structure with negative history 

in guaranteeing equal educational opportunities.”9 Why would ESSA’s lighter federal 

touch now produce higher levels of performance for all?

Although it is obviously premature to gauge ESSA’s effects on student achievement and 

school performance, one can begin to assess which states have adopted strategies that 

appear to keep their promise to hold fast to results-based accountability for schools. 

To that end, in this descriptive paper, we tackle two empirical questions about ESSA 

implementation and the forces shaping it. First, how committed to accountability 

are state ESSA plans? Simply describing what states have done is a first step toward 

understanding how policies have shifted in this new era. Second, which state-level 

factors are associated with a commitment to accountability? Knowing whether states are 

pursuing relatively tough approaches to accountability says nothing about why they 

have adopted such approaches. To begin unpacking these reasons, we examine potential 

forces that previous literature has shown can influence policy implementation. We draw 

on multiple sources of evidence and employ several methods to better understand what 

accountability looks like in state ESSA plans and which forces might be pushing some 

states to set accountability bars higher than others have done.

Our descriptive approach considers ESSA from three perspectives. First, we report 

results from fifty-state quantitative summaries of the accountability components of 

state ESSA plans, compiled by organizations active in the education policy space. 

Second, we examine four sets of factors that might explain these components: prior 

student achievement, prior policy commitments, features of state contexts likely to 

influence policy implementation, and state political contexts. These results provide 

basic bivariate relationships between the content of ESSA plans and factors that might 

account for it. Third, we augment our fifty-state analysis with brief case studies of 
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California, Florida, Iowa, Michigan, and New Mexico. The experiences of these five 

states provide a more granular look at the details of state plans and the forces that 

might have shaped them. Overall, we make no claims about causal relationships, but 

we suggest that our approach could help guide future studies interested in making 

causal arguments about the forces influencing the level of accountability that state 

ESSA plans demand.

ESSA Plan Content and Accountability

Most states’ ESSA plans were approved relatively quickly by ED. Yet an overall 

thumbs-up or thumbs-down judgment from federal officials is a crude measure of 

quality. As noted earlier, given the intense interest in ESSA from scholars and policy 

practitioners, multiple organizations have evaluated the states’ work, including their 

focus on accountability. We rely on three such sources in particular.

Bellwether Education Partners (Bellwether) is our first source. In its analysis, Bellwether 

invited forty-five policymakers and observers to code each state’s ESSA plan on nine 

components.10 These included the quality of the state’s proposed standards and 

assessment, the alignment of measures of success to the state’s goals, and whether the 

state’s plan provided incentives for schools to promote both student academic growth 

and academic proficiency. The second source is Alliance for Excellent Education 

(A4ED), which provided a stronger focus on accountability measures and specific 

components of state goals, largely related to achievement and graduation. A4ED’s 

“Equity Dashboard” made its advocacy purposes clear. Its president, Bob Wise, noted 

that its work would help “teachers, parents, and advocates easily [to] identity whether 

states are . . .  keeping students in the slow lane.”11 A third source, the Thomas B. 

Fordham Institute (Fordham), developed the most focused rating scale of state ESSA 

plans, emphasizing three components: clarity, applicability to all students (not just low 

performers), and awareness of the effects of poverty on achievement.12

Clearly, each organization had its own goals for ESSA and its own ideals for state 

implementation. In general, Bellwether, A4ED, and Fordham all supported standards-

based public accountability. Furthermore, all can be seen as representing a DC-centric 

view of federal education policy rather than a perspective more deeply embedded in 

the states themselves. It could be that state policymakers, dealing as they must with 

actual local schools, districts, and board members, have a better handle on what 

“state flexibility” should mean. To foreshadow some of the discussion we surface in 

our case studies, perhaps teachers, boards, and even voters in California see greater 
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benefits from reporting multiple measures of education than they see in simple single-

metric indices. Or perhaps New Mexico’s Public Education Department has the pulse 

of teachers seeking flexibility and freedom in their work more than either ED or any 

DC-based education organization does. If ESSA was meant to send the “national school 

board” packing, in the words of Senator Lamar Alexander, perhaps these organizations 

have stacked the deck against the states, and against the purported goals of the law.

We argue that these metrics are still valid and reliable indices of what the states 

actually did. First, these organizations, and Bellwether in particular, constructed their 

ratings with a close eye on the actual content of state plans for implementation. They 

then did their best to reach judgments about those plans using a consistent set of 

criteria. For example, when Bellwether raters evaluated whether a state had “planned 

interventions . . .  sufficiently rigorous to match the challenges those schools face,” 

raters reviewed the specific items the state noted: what technical assistance the state 

would provide, who would provide the guidance, and which groups of students the 

state emphasized. That is, even if state-based advocates disagreed with Bellwether’s 

rating, the rating still would reflect what state plans contained rather than functioning 

only as an interpretation of what was in the plan. State advocates might see a 2 from 

Bellwether as positive rather than negative, but the 2 still captures the content of ESSA 

plans in a consistent way.13

Second, we recognize that we measured the plans themselves rather than what the 

states actually implemented. The reason for this is that state plans represent the 

states’ intentions. We were interested in what states would claim to do as a measure 

of how they took up the ESSA challenge in plan development, an early stage of 

implementation, before they ran into the buzz saw of on-the-ground realities. A state 

with limited goals and modest expectations might not be a source for best practices 

or ideas about new approaches, whereas a state with great expectations might invite 

further investigation to understand its successes or failures. Further, we are not 

measuring how well states have implemented their plans, or the effect of plans on 

students or schools. Those valuable questions are outside the scope of this study.

We begin considering the Bellwether, A4ED, and Fordham ratings in figure 1, which 

presents the relative rankings of state ESSA plans according to each organization’s 

coding. The highest-ranked states appear atop each panel. The diversity of coders’ 

focus is quite apparent, even though all rating systems are positively, albeit somewhat 

weakly, correlated.14
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First, few states received truly low ratings from any organization, but low-scoring 

states were consistently low. Michigan, California, and Virginia received low ratings 

from all three organizations, for example. Second, states that focused on stakeholders 

and public accountability typically did quite well on both those dimensions (as is 

apparent in ratings from A4ED and Fordham). That is, states concentrated their plans 

where political pressure would be most likely to come from stakeholder groups, such as 

educator professional associations, teacher unions, and other groups interested in K–12 

schooling. Third, most states took a path of little change, and ESSA implementation 

in those states appeared to be innovative neither in curriculum standards nor in 

choice of school quality measures. This is most apparent in Bellwether’s ratings, where 

many states appear with middling scores below the overall mean, but the pattern also 

appears from the other raters too.

We further analyzed ESSA plan ratings in figure 2, where we present a composite index 

developed from the scoring of Bellwether, A4ED, and Fordham. Individually, each 

captures a slightly different look at the states’ responses to ESSA, and combining them 

allows us to capture the variation in those responses. In essence, this index suggests 

an approximate net “quality” rating for each state’s ESSA plan.15 We detect two overall 

results in figure 2.

First, we note three rough groups in the data, which emerge where we see optical 

breaks among major clusters. Admittedly, the precise borders among these groups 

are debatable, so we suggest these groupings only as a rough heuristic. The first, at 

the high end, spans right to left from Washington to New Mexico. That grouping 

includes several states that have been at the center of debates over education reform, 

curriculum, and accountability. Louisiana, Ohio, Kentucky, and Oklahoma have 

attracted many reform and counter-reform movements over the past decade. They have 

not all taken the same steps, and they have not always moved toward common ends, 

but education policy has been a central political issue in all these states. At the lower 

end of the top cluster we see New Mexico, Mississippi, New Jersey, and Nevada. Three 

of these are home to traditionally disadvantaged populations and have taken strong 

steps to change course. We suggest that the second major cluster, from Arkansas to 

Wyoming, is a sort of default group. We note that the slope in the figure through this 

patch of figure 2 is fairly steep, indicating little net difference in ESSA plan scores from 

the lowest- to the highest-scoring state. A final group, at the low end of the spectrum 

(Idaho and below), completes the data. Leaving aside the two clear outliers (Michigan 

and California), these states have been in the center of educational debates, much like 

the top scorers: Alabama with high-profile spats among its state board of education, 
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legislature, and governor; Virginia stoutly resisting the Common Core; and Kansas in 

the thicket of school finance warfare. These states, with low-rated ESSA plans, typically 

have taken a combative approach with regard to federal education policy, and their low 

ratings may result from state policymakers assuming a defensive posture.

Second, there are notable outliers. Although the top-scoring group is less distinct, there 

are clear leaders and laggards. Washington and Tennessee easily received the highest 

honors, and Michigan and California are notable for their low scores. These states 

bear watching. Washington is notable as the only state for which ED had revoked an 

NCLB waiver, in 2014.16 The state had refused to adopt fixed teacher assessment in a 

way acceptable to the Obama administration, a deliberate approach that persisted in 

its fluid “menu of best practices” appearing in its ESSA plan.17 Yet, aside from teacher 

assessment, the state drafted a plan with high academic standards, clear expectations 

for schools and students, and clear guideposts for improving student achievement.

Figure 2. Combined index of ESSA state plan ratings
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On the other hand, Michigan exemplifies a state plan with almost deliberate shirking. 

The state initially submitted what appeared to be an incomplete plan, a condition that 

Bellwether’s coders noticed with alarm. The state later revised the plan, only to have 

ED reject the revision as inconsistent with ESSA. In the process, the state’s governor 

and civil rights groups criticized the Michigan Department of Education, revealing 

the fractured arrangement of education governance in the Great Lakes State.18 Federal 

Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos eventually accepted a third draft but commented 

tersely that, while legal, the plan (from her home state!) was only a “baseline upon 

which to build.”19 We later provide more detail on Michigan’s case.

Correlates of ESSA Plan Content

Are there state characteristics that might begin to explain variations in ESSA plan 

ratings? We address that question by relating the ESSA ratings from Bellwether, A4ED, 

and Fordham to the four categories of factors we introduced earlier.

Prior student performance in states

“Prior student performance” refers to the pre-ESSA academic performance of a 

state’s students. Because states’ own measures vary, we use National Assessment of 

Educational Progress (NAEP) scores, focusing on scale scores to consider performance 

in fourth- and eighth-grade reading and math.20 Additionally, we also use scale scores 

to measure gaps in achievement between more and less advantaged students in these 

same grades and subjects.21 The analysis includes a static and a dynamic approach to 

these scores. The static approach focuses on NAEP results published in 2015, the year 

that ESSA became law, whereas the dynamic approach considers the change in NAEP 

scores from 2003, the year after NCLB became law, to 2015.

Our first set of results appear in figure 3, which examines the static and dynamic 

results of fourth- and eighth-grade reading and math achievement. We have no  

strong priors here about what to expect, mindful that previously high-performing 

states might see strong accountability frameworks as key to academic excellence or 

might see other policy levers as important. Similarly, in poorly performing states, a 

weak achievement track record might provide motivation to tighten the accountability 

belt, responding to low performance by enhancing oversight, or it could suggest  

a loosening of the reins if policymakers see other methods (e.g., broader parental 

choice, reduced regulation, greater fiscal support) as more promising methods to  

foster improvement.
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Overall, the results in figure 3 show an interesting contrast between our static and 

dynamic measures. The first two columns, which examine NAEP results from 2015, 

show no apparent relationships between prior achievement and the content of ESSA 

plans. Across the total of twelve bivariate relationships appearing in the plots (i.e., two 

lines in each of six plots), none was statistically significant at standard levels (p<.10 

or better). In fact, the lines in each plot appear quite flat overall. Prior achievement 

measured in this static way, then, does not appear to help predict the level of 

accountability in state ESSA plans.

In contrast, the dynamic plots in the last two columns, in particular those in the third 

column, show detectable relationships. Increases in fourth-grade reading and fourth-

grade math scores are both positively related to states receiving higher scores from 

Bellwether’s raters and Fordham’s raters. These results are statistically significant as 

well. Growth in NAEP achievement is also positively related to the A4ED ratings, but 

results are statistically significant only for fourth-grade math. The relationships in the 

fourth column, which show growth across eighth-grade reading and math, are either 

flat or positive, but none is statistically significant.

We consider another aspect of student performance in figure 4. Here we examine gaps 

in achievement between students not receiving meal subsidies and those receiving 

them. Interpreting this measure for the first two columns of the figure, the static 

measures, higher values represent larger achievement gaps between these groups in 

2015. When we relate these measures to state ESSA plan ratings, we see in the first two 

columns that none of the twelve bivariate relationships are statistically significant 

at standard levels. The plot lines in the first two columns appear flat in this figure, 

suggesting no apparent relationships. The exception is the third row in figure 3, where 

there does appear to be a slight positive relationship with the Fordham ratings and 

achievement gaps. States with higher achievement gaps would be predicted to have 

higher scores from the Fordham ratings, suggesting a potential relationship between 

gaps and a desire to enhance accountability. We emphasize, however, that these results 

are only suggestive due to the low correlations and lack of statistical significance.

The same pattern of very low or no association with prior achievement holds in the 

last two columns of the figure, which examine changes in achievement gaps in fourth- 

and eighth-grade math and reading from 2003 to 2015. In these plots, upward-sloping 

lines would mean that growth in achievement gaps would be associated with higher 

ESSA plan scores and downward-sloping lines would show an association between 

states that had closed achievement gaps and had higher ESSA plan scores. Unlike the 
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figure 3 results, showing some relationship between changes from 2003 to 2015 and 

achievement, there appears to be no consistent pattern to the relationships among 

achievement gaps in figure 4. Some lines are upward-sloping, some downward-sloping, 

and some essentially flat. Only one statistically significant relationship is apparent: 

growth in the eighth-grade achievement gap in reading is positively related to A4ED’s 

scores.

Prior state policy commitments

A second factor we consider as a possible factor explaining ESSA plan content is states’ 

prior policy commitments in education. This factor allows us to examine whether 

states with previous commitments to accountability or educational innovation are 

likely to stay on that same path as they develop ESSA accountability provisions. We 

consider three factors here that march slowly back in time. The first is a measure from 

the organization Achieve, which surveyed states to determine which had adopted 

various measures, up to fifteen in all, to support college and career readiness in 

schools.22 These results are from 2013. The second measure, which examines policy 

from a few years prior to 2013, is the score that states earned in their Race to the 

Top (RTTT) grant application in 2010. On this measure, we chose for analysis the 

top score a state received when comparing its Phase 1 and Phase 2 RTTT proposals.23 

The third measure reaches back farther in time. Constructed by Thomas Dee and 

Brian Jacob, this measure indicates whether a state had a commitment to educational 

accountability in the years before 2002, which was the year NCLB became law.24

Figure 5 presents results that, overall, reveal very weak or no associations between this 

prior policy content and the ESSA plan ratings from Bellwether, A4ED, and Fordham. 

The first column focuses on Achieve’s college and career readiness measure. There is no 

relationship at all between it and the Bellwether or A4ED ratings, as the flat lines show. 

There is a suggestive positive relationship with Fordham’s score, but the results there 

are not statistically significant. The second column presents the RTTT measure. Using 

that score to predict the ESSA plan ratings from Bellwether, A4ED, and Fordham shows 

a slight positive relationship between the RTTT scores and the ratings of Bellwether 

and Fordham, respectively, suggesting that high marks on RTTT might have signaled 

a future commitment to educational accountability in ESSA. Although suggestive, the 

relationships again fail to achieve statistical significance at conventional levels (p<.10 

or better). Further, the A4ED results show no apparent relationship given the flat line 

in the plot. Our third measure takes the longer-term view by considering the presence 

or absence of accountability plans in states before 2002. To consider this factor, we 
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computed average ESSA plan ratings from Bellwether, A4ED, and Fordham by whether 

a state had adopted an accountability system in the pre-NCLB period. Those average 

scores appear in the third column of figure 5. They show essentially no differences 

at all, making a state’s pre-2002 commitment to accountability a weak factor for 

predicting the content of state ESSA plans.

State implementation context

We also suspected that broader state contexts could influence how states envisioned 

implementing ESSA, and thus could inform overall state plans. We considered two 

aspects of state context. First was the overall K–12 governance context, which captured 

the broad institutional and financial arrangements that create a backdrop for education 

policy implementation in a state. The second contextual feature was the task demands 

facing educators across a state as they try to meet their students’ educational needs.

Figure 6 presents the first part of these analyses of governance. The figure considers 

four different measures of the governance context: the number of school districts in 

a state, whether the state education chief is elected, whether state board of education 

ESSA Plan 
Ratings 

Status of Implementation of 
Efforts to Support College 

and Career Readiness, 2013 
Highest Score, Race to the 
Top Grant Contest, 2010 

State Had Accountability System
Pre-2002 (Yes or No) 

Bellwether 
rating 

  

Bellwether average 
Yes: 24.2 
No: 24.4 

All for 
Education 
rating 

  

All for Education average 
Yes: 35.0 
No: 34.9 

Fordham 
Institute 
rating 

  

Fordham average 
Yes: 6.7 
No: 6.8 

Figure 5. Relationship between ESSA plan ratings and previous state policy content.  
Note: None of the relationships in the table is statistically significant at conventional levels.
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members are elected, and the percentage of revenues for K–12 education from the 

states. We suspected that states with more centralized systems of governance (i.e., 

fewer school districts; higher responsibility for K–12 funding) would be more likely to 

demand greater accountability. Further, we expected states with elected state education 

agency heads and state board members to be less likely to demand more accountability 

given the poor experiences that many states had with NCLB implementation and the 

potential pressure that organized interests and voters can put on elected officials to 

give local communities more discretion for implementing ESSA.

The figure 6 results partly support our expectations. The first column is only suggestive 

(given that results were not statistically significant) that states with more school 

districts received lower marks from Bellwether, A4ED, and Fordham. On selection of 

state officials—the middle two columns of figure 6—two of the six relationships we 

examined were statistically significant and substantively meaningful in the way that we 

had expected. On the Bellwether rating, states with elected board members scored on 

average 7.6 points lower than states with nonelected boards (p<.01). Similarly, on the 

ESSA Plan 
Ratings

Number of School Districts
in State

State Education
Chief Is Elected

State Board of 
Education Members 

Are Elected
Percentage of K–12

Revenues from State
Bellwether 
rating

Bellwether
average
Elected: 24.6
Not elected: 24.2

Bellwether
average***
Elected: 17.7
Not elected: 25.3

All for 
Education 
rating

All for Education 
average**
Elected: 33.1
Not elected: 35.6

All for Education 
average
Elected: 35.3
Not elected: 34.9

Fordham 
Institute 
rating

Fordham average
Elected: 6.4
Not elected: 6.9

Fordham average
Elected: 6.7
Not elected: 6.8

*

Figure 6. Relationship between ESSA plan ratings and state K-12 education governance context. 
Note: Statistical significance of relationship is *p<.10; **p<.05; ***p<.01
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A4ED scale, states with elected chiefs scored 2.5 points lower than states with nonelected 

chiefs (p<.05). The remaining four comparisons did not reveal statistically significant 

differences, and in most cases the differences were less than one point in the various 

comparisons. Finally, the third column of figure 6 shows that financial governance is 

negatively correlated with ESSA scores from the three organizations—counter to our 

expectations, given that we had expected states footing more of the K–12 bill to demand 

greater accountability. The relationship is weak for the Bellwether and A4ED ratings, but 

it is statistically significant (p=.054) for the Fordham rating.

Our final look at state contexts focuses on the task demands that local school districts 

and educators likely face as they teach their students. We use two indirect measures to 

infer these task demands. The first is an index of challenging student populations that 

we constructed by assembling information on the proportion of students in each state 

who are students of color, eligible for subsidized meals, learning English as a second 

language, and receiving services under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.25 

The second indirect measure, an overall average of state poverty rates from 2014 to 2016, 

allowed us to capture the general level of resources one might expect in students’ homes 

that would augment school efforts to support student learning. Based on evidence from 

previous research, we expected states with more challenging populations and states 

with higher poverty rates would have lower accountability expectations.26

The results in figure 7 challenge our expectations. The strongest relationships existed 

for the Bellwether ratings (first row of the figure), where we see that states with 

students possessing greater needs and states with higher levels of poverty were more 

likely to earn high scores from the Bellwether raters, and both results were statistically 

significant at p<.10. There also was a positive relationship between these two measures 

of task demands and the ratings from A4ED and Fordham, although the relationships 

were weaker and not statistically significant. We further probed the Bellwether results 

by breaking apart our student index into its constituent parts and found that the main 

element of the index driving the results was the percentage of students in each state 

eligible for subsidized meals, which was related to the Bellwether scoring at p<.10. 

None of the other constituent parts of the index was statistically significant.

State political context

The final set of factors we considered to predict state ESSA plan scores focused on 

politics. The first was a measure of party control of state government, which we 

examined via two different comparisons.27 In the first, we compared plan scores by 
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reviewing whether, after the 2016 elections, the same political party controlled both a 

state’s governor’s office and its legislature, known as unified government, or whether 

split party control, known as divided government, prevailed. A second comparison 

focused on those states where control was unified: we compared state ESSA plan scores 

in the seven states with unified Democratic control with the twenty-four that had 

unified Republican control. The second overall measure of state politics was a measure 

of the percentage of public sector workers in each state in 2016 who were members of 

labor unions.28 We use this measure because teacher unions have traditionally been a 

strong force in state education politics. Unfortunately, teacher union membership is 

 

ESSA Plan
Ratings  

Index of Challenging Student
Populations  State Poverty Rate, 2014–2016 

Bellwether 
rating  

* * 

 
All for 
Education 
rating  

  
Fordham 
Institute rating  

  

Figure 7. Relationship between ESSA plan ratings and educational task demands.  
Note: Statistical significance of relationships is *p<.10; **p<.05; ***p<.01
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not publicly reported across all unions and states, yet given that teachers compose a 

sizable portion of public sector workers in each state, a measure of overall public sector 

unionization rates is a reasonable substitute.

The relationships between our measures of state politics and ESSA plan ratings 

appear in figure 8. Overall, the relationships are mainly suggestive or not apparent. 

On division of partisan control, appearing in the first column, the results show 

inconsistent relationships. The A4ED results are the only ones that show a statistically 

significant difference. On average, states with divided party control had higher scores, 

by 1.7 points, on the A4ED measure compared to states with unified party control. 

The second column shows that states with unified Democratic government had higher 

scores across the Bellwether, A4ED, and Fordham ratings compared to states with unified 

Republican government. The results are merely suggestive, though, because none of 

Figure 8. Relationship between ESSA plan ratings and state political context.  
Note: Statistical significance of relationships is *p<.10; **p<.05; ***p<.01

ESSA Plan 
Ratings

Party Control: 
Divided vs. Unified

Republican vs. 
Democratic Control

Percentage of Public-Sector 
Workforce Who Are Union 

Members
Bellwether 
rating

Bellwether average
Divided: 25.0
Unified: 24.1

Bellwether average
Republican: 23.7
Democrat: 25.4

All for 
Education 
rating

All for Education
average**
Divided: 35.9
Unified: 34.2

All for Education
average
Republican: 34.1
Democrat: 34.3

Fordham 
Institute 
rating

Fordham average
Divided: 6.4
Unified: 6.9

Fordham average
Republican: 6.0
Democrat: 7.2
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those differences was statistically significant. Finally, the third column presents plots 

showing the unionization measure. The results show no apparent relationship between 

the percentage of public sector employees who are union members and state ESSA plan 

scores. The Bellwether and A4ED ratings are essentially flat, whereas the Fordham plot 

shows a slightly negative, albeit statistically insignificant, relationship.

State Case Studies

Although each state entered the ESSA world with its own history with NCLB and RTTT, 

we selected five cases to illustrate the range of political and policy responses states 

took: Michigan, New Mexico, Iowa, California, and Florida. Although these states do 

not cover every political tussle that surrounded ESSA’s rollout, they are representative 

of the approaches that states across the country took. In the cases here, we consulted 

Bellwether’s evaluations of state ESSA plans to help identify key parts of state plans, as 

Bellwether’s reviewers were the most thorough and specific of the three evaluators we 

considered. However, we also directly used the state plans (original and revised), local 

media, and ED’s communications in drawing these vignettes.

These cases have the further advantage that they cover a range of political governance 

types—a factor we expect plays a significant role in explaining differences in ESSA 

approaches.29 The five states at issue here illustrate almost the full range of selection 

mechanisms for state schools chiefs and state boards, as shown in table 1. State boards 

are selected by either the governor or voters, and state schools chiefs are selected by 

either the governor, voters, or the state board. These arrangements may help to explain 

both the consistency of state ESSA plans as well as interinstitutional conflict. Due to 

the differences in electorates, states with strong gubernatorial presence can expect the 

support of state resources in a way that voter-dominated systems cannot.

Of the independent evaluators groups we surveyed, Michigan had the most 

consistently low-rated plan. That plan—and its political aftermath—suggests a state 

with little coherent academic vision. At the other end of the scale, New Mexico’s plan 

took the process seriously and comprehensively, both in its accountability focus and its 

extensive stakeholder outreach. This case also shows the perils of policy that is closely 

identified with state political figures, as a change in state leadership undid half of New 

Mexico’s initial efforts. Iowa represents a midway case. The state long has had difficulty 

embracing accountability-driven education in the face of immense local control, 

despite a deep tradition of measuring educational progress. The raters here placed Iowa 

near the middle of the pack.
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Finally, California and Florida represent extremes of a different nature. Not only are 

both states large (and jointly home to 15 percent of all K–12 students), but they have 

longstanding state accountability systems that do not conform to the federal “ideal.” 

With ESSA, both states fought to retain distinctive elements of their state systems, 

and California and Florida were the last two states with approved ESSA plans. In 

addition, California and Florida have taken opposite roads on accountability: Florida’s 

system emphasizes a single A–F metric with specified consequences, while California 

long has had “dashboard”-style accountability that does not rank schools.

Iowa’s ESSA plan

ESSA offered Iowa a chance for a fresh start at federal accountability policies. Iowa 

was one of the few states to have an NCLB waiver denied outright, in part because 

the state maintained a strong ethos of local control that both NCLB and RTTT 

challenged. Indeed, ED noted that the waiver was denied in 2012 not only because 

of the absence of student achievement in its evaluation, but also because the Iowa 

Department of Education did not “have the authority to ensure implementation” in 

any event.30 Yet, by 2016, Iowa sought to incorporate both local concerns through 

an extensive outreach program and align with ESSA’s somewhat softer academic 

strictures. Unlike in 2012, Iowa’s ESSA plan drew praise from multiple observers, and 

ED did approve a revised version of the state’s plan. (Iowa was the forty-fourth plan 

that ED approved.)

Iowa’s ESSA plan drew praise from Bellwether and, notably, the Iowa Department of 

Education even featured its review on its ESSA plan development page.31 Bellwether 

was particularly impressed by the state’s combination of outreach efforts, “compelling” 

school indicators, and “positive signal[ing] to schools.”32

Table 1. State Education Governance Arrangements

State State Schools Chief’s Path to Power State Board of Education  
  Members’ Path to Power

Iowa Governor appoints Governor appoints

Florida State board appoints Governor appoints

California Voters elect Governor appoints

New Mexico Governor appoints Voters elect*

Michigan State board appoints Voters elect

* New Mexico’s board is an advisory body.
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Iowa’s ESSA plan was blunt about its stakeholder and expert input, as its primary 

guiding principle was “implementing an inclusive process . . .  that demonstrates 

value for our partnerships with these stakeholders.”33 Like New Mexico, Iowa took 

the requirement to engage stakeholders quite seriously and produced well over one 

thousand stakeholder comments from thirty-one listening sessions, forums, and public 

meetings held in eighteen locations around the state, as well as from online sources. 

Iowa also included a seventy-page description of its efforts to include stakeholders and 

the general public—far more than most other states.

Bellwether praised the state’s efforts as a “smart process” and highlighted Iowa’s plan 

to continue stakeholder and expert input as ESSA came online. This was especially true 

because Iowa’s accountability system was in transition and expert input could prove 

invaluable in bringing that system up to speed. This feeling was seemingly widespread, 

as many participants in the listening sessions sought assurances from Iowa officials 

that schools would be allowed to give input on future work and would retain as much 

local flexibility as possible.

Whatever the stakeholder input, Bellwether was enchanted by Iowa’s “honest and 

direct analyses” of the challenges of closing achievement gaps and its use of similar 

metrics for both elementary and high schools. Bellwether argued that this created 

aligned accountability across levels. Throughout its report, Bellwether noted that 

Iowa was a model for explaining why the state took particular approaches. The state’s 

indicators included student participation rates, students’ growth, and progress toward 

English-language proficiency, as well as a student survey of engagement, safety, and 

learning environment. Bellwether noted that Iowa was among the few states to focus 

adequately on schools with the most academic trouble. Others praised Iowa’s emphasis 

on its multitiered system of supports to reduce achievements gaps.34

Still, in December 2017, ED returned Iowa’s initial plan and asked for revisions—and, 

ironically, took issue with some of the same elements for which Bellwether had praised 

the state. In particular, ED argued that several of Iowa’s proposed academic indicators 

did not meet ESSA’s requirements. (Iowa was not unique in this regard—ED prompted 

many states to revise their indicators.) These included the graduation rate indicator, 

the English-language proficiency indicator, and the student engagement survey. In 

each case, ED wrote that Iowa’s plan either had too little detail or inappropriately 

combined elementary and high school data. It further faulted the state for gathering 

too little stakeholder input on future assessment issues, as well as being too optimistic 
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about English-language learner (ELL) proficiency. (ED noted that Iowa needed to use 

progress toward proficiency rather than actual proficiency.) But ED’s biggest issue was 

the state’s attempt to remove low-performing schools from supports when they showed 

improvement but remained in the lowest 5 percent statewide. Nevertheless, these ED 

challenges did little to Iowa’s basic stakeholder-centric framework, and ED approved 

the plan in May 2018.

New Mexico’s ESSA plan

New Mexico has long struggled with lagging academic achievement, despite the 

high-profile efforts (and controversy) of former Governors Bill Richardson and 

Susana Martínez. The state made efforts to have its plan be among the first ESSA 

plans approved in order to create “stability and continuity” for New Mexico schools, 

according to the acting secretary of the Public Education Department (PED).35 Yet New 

Mexico’s case illustrates the risks to federal incentives from high-profile state political 

battles. After the 2018 elections, the state substantially changed its ESSA plan.

The state’s initial plan received among the highest marks from Bellwether and other 

groups, and it was developed with an explicit focus on stakeholder input. PED visited 

six cities twice to collect feedback on the department’s ESSA plans. Bellwether noted 

that, in addition to measurement and identification, New Mexico had an “aggressive, 

concrete list of interventions” and was “taking seriously the challenges faced by those 

schools.”36 Bellwether’s primary concern about New Mexico was nebulous language 

describing when schools would no longer need additional state support—that is, it was 

unclear when schools’ students would have sufficiently improved. However, ED was 

sanguine. It was particularly impressed by the plan’s clear measurements for each ESSA 

subgroup, the A–F school-based grading system used to identify schools for supports, 

and the provision of teacher and principal mentors for these identified schools.

This did not prevent a sea change in New Mexico’s education politics. In the 2018 

gubernatorial campaign, Michelle Lujan Grisham ran against major features in the 

ESSA plan, tying those features to the outgoing (state) Republican administration. 

Instead, she promised to “shift the philosophy . . . [to] celebrating success” by revoking 

the A–F accountability system, the PARCC tests, and teacher evaluation.37 Her 

campaign tapped into a reservoir of distrust among a portion of the state’s education 

establishment, including the chairwoman of the New Mexico legislature’s Legislative 

Education Study Committee. She told the Albuquerque Journal in no uncertain terms 

that the ESSA plan was poor. She said that outside groups such as Bellwether were ill 
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suited to comment on New Mexico’s needs. The plan itself engendered “hatred and 

dislike,” she said, especially for its pursuit of teacher evaluations and A–F grading.38

Lujan Grisham won the election, and shortly after taking office she and PED directed 

low-performing schools to stop implementing ESSA turnaround plans.39 PED 

immediately sought to replace New Mexico’s school accountability and interventions 

by jettisoning PARCC’s name (although the tests themselves remained similar), 

elements of direct student services, and ESSA’s “more rigorous interventions” (MRI) 

in low-performing schools. In their place, PED required curricular reforms and 

“community schools models.” For assessment, the department emphasized educational 

climate and student growth rather than academic proficiency. The department, with 

the legislature’s aid, eliminated the single summative A–F system with a “family-

friendly” dashboard of information. Some elements remained, however, including 

the indicators for measuring performance and school standards. Nevertheless, despite 

the state’s retreat from academic accountability (and the legal ambiguity of its initial 

revisions), the federal government accepted the changes in July 2019.40

Michigan’s ESSA plan

Michigan’s plan was widely panned by independent evaluators as among the weakest 

responses to ESSA. EdTrust noted bluntly that “in little more than a decade, Michigan 

has gone from being a fairly average state to among the nation’s bottom ten.”41 The 

organization faulted the state’s plan for being dishonest, unambitious, and misdirected. 

Bellwether likewise lamented that Michigan’s plan seemed incomplete. Both the state’s 

governor and lieutenant governor urged Secretary DeVos to demand changes from the 

Michigan Department of Education (MDE), especially with regard to special education 

students.42 This disconnect is clearly a result of divided governance—neither the 

governor nor the legislature have a say in the state’s education leadership, even though 

they control the education department’s budget.

The governor and lieutenant governor may have been right. Shortly after Congress 

enacted ESSA, MDE noted that it would try to repurpose the state’s existing reform 

effort, “Top 10 in 10,” in service to ESSA. MDE officials wrote that doing anything 

else would “create a duplicative structure.”43 Although Michigan’s efforts were among 

the most robust in the country—more than 350 parents, stakeholders, scholars, 

and politicians participated—their comments were not directly specifically at ESSA 

implementation, signaling Michigan’s lack of investment in carrying out the law.
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In line with Bellwether’s observations, ED returned Michigan’s ESSA plan with a 

demand for more detail. The department called the plan “insufficient . . .  to review” 

and said that ED needed substantially more “clarifying information.” The department 

said the state had not indicated how it would measure student learning, support 

migratory children’s learning, or spend federal teacher support funds, or said whether 

it would continue to consult with teachers and other required stakeholders during 

implementation. It also took the lieutenant governor’s demands to heart, and ED 

required Michigan to address equitable access to education for special needs children 

before approval.44

MDE was unimpressed, and the state superintendent suggested that ED wanted only 

“small, nitpicky stuff.”45 Michigan did provide some details for ED, but with minimal 

explanation or clarification. Instead of robust accountability number measures, the 

state opted for a dashboard. Instead of concrete goals, the state set back-of-the-envelope 

projections. Even the MDE’s press release was unapologetic: “We appreciate those 

individuals and groups who were genuine and supportive . . .  there were outliers who 

had different opinions, and they were heard,” State Superintendent Brian Whiston 

said.46

Independent reviewers at Bellwether questioned the feasibility of the state’s overall 

goal of becoming a “top 10” state, given that Michigan did not indicate how it 

would measure progress toward that goal or whether that goal was feasible given 

existing student performance. Reviews also faulted the state for gaping holes in 

its implementation strategy, especially around academic measures. There was “no 

substantive detail about how these indicators are valid, reliable, backed by research, 

increase student learning, relate to post-secondary outcomes, or meaningfully 

differentiate schools,” Bellwether’s reviewers said.47

Michigan did address ED’s concerns, but only just. In November 2017, DeVos approved 

the plan with a terse statement that Michigan’s plan was in compliance with the 

letter of the law and not the spirit. “While the plan meets the statutory requirements, 

Michigan must not view this as a ceiling, but rather as a baseline upon which to 

build,” she said.48

As in New Mexico’s case, Michigan’s ESSA work ran into state political controversy. 

Not only had its ESSA work been faulted by the state’s chief executives, but the 

state legislature faulted MDE and the state board for their ESSA response. Key critics 
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echoed ED to argue that the board’s approach was “nebulous” and “mask[ed] poor 

performance.”49 When MDE did not change course by December 2018, the legislature 

enacted an A–F accountability system in addition to the ESSA dashboard.

Due to differences in coverage, Michigan’s A–F plan may not be in compliance with 

ESSA requirements, according to the state’s interim state superintendent, but the 

law did not require replacing the existing metric. Instead, MDE was supposed to 

report a second, parallel measure—something along the lines of Florida. As of early 

March 2020, however, MDE still had not issued any school grades.

California’s ESSA plan

California never took kindly to NCLB, and insisted on maintaining a state 

accountability system in parallel with a federal accountability system. ESSA offered the 

state an opportunity to build a single system that was acceptable to both state leaders 

and the federal government. Although the state still resisted complying with ESSA, it 

was able to accommodate ED’s requirements.

California’s initial ESSA plan contained a strong commitment to robust curriculum 

standard and assessment instrument—but a strikingly limited vision for how to 

encourage students and teachers to use it. The state used a set of standards based on 

the Smarter-Balanced initiative, a new test for science standards, and a well-regarded 

language proficiency exam. It also incorporated generally used indicators of student 

and school progress, including changes in test scores, chronic absenteeism, suspension 

rates, and completing college or career work (IB exams, AP tests, college courses, and 

so on). Yet in its initial response to California, ED noted that the state’s plan failed to 

include long-term goals for students’ performance, graduation rates, or English-language 

proficiency, or a way to incorporate students’ test scores into an assessment framework.50

California resisted using these metrics directly as assessment tools, and proposed that it 

be allowed to use a set of holistic “dashboard” indicators. State Board President Michael 

Kirst argued that any single number would be misleading: “It’s sort of like using the 

Dow Jones average for everything in the stock market. No reasonable investor would 

do that.”51 Kirst also suggested that its existing twenty-five-box matrix provided better 

information to parents, as they could identify the metrics most important to them. 

Nevertheless, outside raters, columnists at the Los Angeles Times and Sacramento Bee, 

and ED all found the system convoluted. Betsy DeVos said that the state “took a simple 

concept like a color-coded dashboard and managed to make it nearly indecipherable.”52
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Despite DeVos’s criticism, ED did not object to the dashboard as much as its lack of 

coordinated metrics. Although Kirst had argued that weighting individual measures to 

create a single score was arbitrary, ED pushed the state to create specific, standard-based 

measures weighted for their relative importance (as required by ESSA). The department 

particularly objected to the state’s relative measuring scheme. ED inquired whether 

it would be “possible that a school might exit [receiving additional targeted support] 

because other schools began to perform worse.”53 Further, the state only proposed to use 

overall school measures. Such an approach would allow California to measure overall 

cohort changes but would prevent the state from knowing whether any particular 

groups of students were making genuine gains. Even after the state filed a revised 

plan, ED objected to California’s use of “approximate status” as an indicator of student 

progress.54 It was clear that California wanted to resist identifying schools as much as 

possible, but the federal government wanted specificity.

For the federal government, however, the biggest disconnect was between its insistence 

on identifying schools for support and California’s desire to support districts—in part 

stemming from the state’s top-down school finance system. ED wanted the state to 

identify the bottom 5 percent of school performers—a single measure ill suited to a 

dashboard approach. In the end, California promised to identify schools that were either 

“poorly” or “very poorly” performing on half or more of the dashboard indicators. 

This strategy could identify somewhat more than 5 percent of schools, but it did not 

necessitate revamping the state’s accountability system or its commitment to the 

dashboard. ED accepted the proposed changes and approved the plan—the penultimate 

state (tied with Utah) to receive DeVos’s approval.

The California Department of Education explicitly highlighted the differences between 

California’s model and the federal vision. California’s plan primarily monitored school 

districts rather than schools, but California noted that “a compromise was reached 

[with ED] that allows the state to continue working with districts, recognizing that 

the challenges of individual schools are often related to wider systemic problems.” 

State Board President Michael W. Kirst was likewise optimistic: “Given the differences 

between state and federal law, the plan approved by Secretary DeVos . . .  represents the 

best possible outcome of our discussions with U.S. Department of Education staff,” he 

said.55 California’s position was strengthened because state work was supported both 

by the governor (through the state board) and by voters (through the state chief). ED 

could expect that the California Department of Education would represent something 

of a state consensus on education policy.
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Florida’s ESSA plan

Florida was the final state whose ESSA plan was approved by ED. As with California, 

the state had strong preferences about its approach to educational accountability, and 

it was similarly reluctant to bend to the strictures of ESSA. To some extent, Florida 

never did, as it maintained a separate accountability metric for federal purposes that 

was branded the “Federal Index.” In distinct contrast with many other states, Florida 

did not engage in widespread outreach to write the plan, but the state argued that 

relying on state open-meetings laws sufficed for public input. In its proposal, Florida 

noted that these routine meetings were “attended by education stakeholders (including 

teachers, principals, other school leaders, parents, and other stakeholders).”56

Florida’s A–F accountability system dated from 1999. The state legislature has a strong 

track record of dictating various components of the K–12 system, meaning that the 

state’s education bureaucracy was more constrained in its responses to the federal 

government than those of some other states. When NCLB became law, the state 

essentially operated with two distinct accountability systems. In communications 

about school performance, state officials preferred promoting discussions along the 

lines of their more graduated system rather than the more blunt “met or did not meet 

AYP” that NCLB required.

Although some outside reviewers saw Florida’s initial proposal as a promising plan 

due to its clear accountability and curriculum focus, others noted the state’s obvious 

avoidance of subgroup scoring and its deliberate choice to test only in English. It was 

“alarming” that Florida’s plan provided no accommodations for ELLs, and the plan 

also could deprive schools with low-performing student groups of targeted support, 

according to Bellwether Education Partners’ review.57 ED shared these concerns, which 

singled out the state’s lack of ELLs in its accountability metric, failure to split out scores 

for subgroups of students, and limited to no accommodations for providing tests in 

languages other than English. Still, those comments did emerge in a context where 

Secretary DeVos remained generally enthusiastic about and willing to share praise for 

Florida’s past history of academic gains for students.

The Florida Department of Education (FLDOE) defended its approach, arguing that 

all students were better served if schools were held accountable for all students’ 

performance. In its A–F system, the state identified schools based on the performance 

of the lowest-performing 25 percent of students, regardless of those students’ other 

subgroup memberships. The federal government objected, with full support from some 
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state civil rights groups. The state resisted, and FLDOE toyed with requesting a waiver 

from this portion of ESSA in July 2017.

That action angered the civil rights groups, especially given the state’s history with 

ELLs. Since August 1990, FLDOE had operated under a consent decree to ensure that 

ELL students had equal access to educational programs. The groups argued that the 

state’s big-basket approach would all but guarantee that ELL students would be left 

out. “It’s unconscionable that there would be no accountability applied at the school 

level for this very primary function . . .  especially in an immigrant-rich state such as 

Florida,” a South Florida civil rights activist said.58

The waiver was never filed, but the state submitted a proposal in September 2017 that 

appeared to contain large elements of the proposed waiver’s text. ED promptly rejected 

the proposal, and in early 2018 Florida acquiesced to a separate federal index that 

included ELL proficiency and agreed to separate out individual subgroups. Still, the 

state also maintained that its academic performance was well above average based on 

national rankings, whatever the system. The state was bolstered by none other than 

Secretary DeVos, who, as noted earlier, publicly praised Florida as a “bright spot” for 

“significant improvement” in NAEP test scores. It seemed clear that Florida had little to 

fear once the technical requirements of ESSA were met.59

By late summer, Florida was preparing to submit a final set of ESSA revisions. Governor 

Rick Scott maintained that Florida did not need federal prodding: “Our record of 

educational excellence and strong performance should serve as a testament that our 

system is working and that our state understands how to best serve our students,” he 

said.60 The final set of changes seemed sufficient, and, after five attempts, ED signed off 

on Florida’s plan in September 2018.

Discussion and Conclusions

What can we make of states’ responses to ESSA? In many ways, ESSA was a reaction to 

exhaustion with the approaches and assumptions embedded in NCLB, the RTTT grant 

competition, and NCLB waivers. Although ESSA maintains the possibility for higher 

standards and better monitoring of poor academic performance, judging whether 

states have taken up that call remains difficult to assess. The Bellwether, A4ED, and 

Fordham ratings that we examined in detail provide excellent ways to probe state 

initiatives to see how they are operating in the new ESSA era.
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Whether these state approaches have embodied the letter and spirit of ESSA is a matter 

of judgment, given the many different programs that the law encompasses and the 

varying conceptions of its purpose. From one perspective, states adopting relatively 

diverse approaches (some even backing away from what might be considered a higher 

bar for accountability) is no problem at all and might even be judged a success, given 

that one interpretation of ESSA’s mandate was simply to unleash the states to try 

different strategies. That perspective sees ESSA, and in particular its Title I provisions, 

mainly as a funding stream designed to help top off state and local education budgets. 

A different perspective sees ESSA as a more robust federal education program with 

particular goals that embrace a particular vision of how states should go about 

accomplishing them. Those endorsing the latter point of view would be disappointed 

at the significant variation across state approaches to accountability, and in some cases 

state resistance to federal preferences.

Looking at our quantitative results and our case studies, it is clear that the states have 

sought to squeeze as much variation out of ESSA as possible. It appears that political 

emphasis on academic performance has receded, yet our results showing that growth 

in achievement in fourth grade (but not eighth grade) did help predict the content of 

state ESSA provides one important data point in the other direction. Overall, it may 

be that accountability is now more of a millstone to politicians than a motivator of 

schools. These patterns suggest that many in the states are glad to embrace the first 

perspective on ESSA that we describe above, seeing it as a way to enhance revenues so 

states can pursue their own paths and theories of action that are intended to improve 

educational outcomes. This is especially clear in the cases of Michigan, New Mexico, 

and California, and in other states as well. This line of thinking also provides one 

interpretation of our finding that states with needier school populations received 

higher scores from the ESSA plan raters. Civil rights and other groups (such as the 

National Urban League) advocated for ESSA precisely because it could funnel more 

resources into needy schools. If that impulse is dominating in the states—and more 

will become clear as state ESSA plans move deeper into implementation—it could 

be that the tide of performance is out at the moment. A more optimistic take is that 

states with needier student populations and more poverty believe that developing 

accountability measures in ESSA remains an important priority and a way to enhance 

educational equity and excellence for all students.

If the pessimistic view is correct, it might help explain why persistently low-

performing states lack the political will and desire to emulate better performers. After 
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thirty years of beating the accountability drum, there simply may be little political 

gain for contemporary politicians to continue playing off the same sheet of music. 

Instead, state governments have to fight rear-guard actions justifying the length of 

accountability measures and preventing parents from nixing their children’s test 

participation. To date, states have won these battles, but these are not fights that win 

votes. Our finding of a lack of consistent relationships between the ESSA plan ratings 

and different features of state politics also suggests that, unlike other issues, the politics 

of education is not nationalized to the extent that other issues, such as health care and 

gun control, are. Episodic and contextual politics seem to dominate at the state level, 

as our quantitative results and our case studies appear to show.

In terms of policy development, the fact that our results showed the content of prior 

policy in the states to be a poor predictor of ESSA plan content suggests a potentially 

concerning path forward, at least when one considers the states as a whole. When 

past policy only weakly predicts contemporary policy developments, it suggests 

that policy development in education is more of a random walk than a process of 

experimentation, learning, and systematic revision. Given the increasing challenges 

facing the nation’s schools due to the expanding diversity of their students, widening 

overall inequality in society, and the contemporary crisis that the COVID-19 pandemic 

is posing in state and local education systems, it likely would be reassuring to know 

that the states are operating in a more reflective way.

Yet perhaps there remains a silver lining. The diversity of state plans fulfills the 

central premise of ESSA: let the states take the lead. If states fail to help their students 

reach their potential—whether that is measured by attendance, academics, or other 

indicators—then state leaders can no longer blame federal law. The national tide of 

reform is out, but when it returns, high-performing ESSA states will be well positioned 

to show that states, or at least some states, do have the political capital, educational 

expertise, and institutional capacity to succeed. In the run-up to NCLB, both North 

Carolina and Texas served this role, and that law borrowed heavily from those states’ 

work. If ESSA’s flexibility leaves low-income and less-advantaged children worse off 

in five, ten, or fifteen years, high-performing states that are better at meeting their 

needs in particular and the needs of students across the economic and achievement 

spectrum in general likely will again chart the future, given that federal reform 

directions typically are a lagging indicator of state efforts already underway. Whether 

that bodes well for all students will depend on state policymakers and advocates in the 

interest group community systematically learning about what it will take to improve 
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policy and, subsequently, whether leaders will be able to muster the political will to 

make those improvements. In that regard, although the ESSA era has reshaped the 

playing field for federal, state, and local officials, the key policy learning and political 

challenges that have confronted the states since the first ESEA became law more than 

fifty years ago remain highly salient today.
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